
SoFAR with DIM AgentsAn Agent Framework for Distributed Information ManagementLu Moreau, Nik Gibbins, David DeRoure, Samhaa El-Beltagy,Wendy Hall, Gareth Hughes, Dan Joye, Sanghee Kim,Danius Mihaelides, Dave Millard, Sigi Reih, Robert Tansley, Mark WealMultimedia Researh GroupUniversity of SouthamptonL.Moreau, nmg97r�es.soton.a.ukAbstratIn this paper we present sofar, a versatile multi-agent framework designed forDistributed Information Management tasks. sofar embraes the notion of proativ-ity as the opportunisti reuse of the servies provided by other agents, and providesthe means to enable agents to loate suitable servie providers. The ontribution ofsofar is to ombine some ideas from the distributed omputing ommunity with theperformative-based ommuniations used in other agent systems: ommuniationsin sofar are based on the startpoint/endpoint paradigm, whih is the foundationof Nexus, the ommuniation layer at the heart of the Computational Grid. Weexplain the rationale behind our design deisions, and desribe the prede�ned setof agents whih make up the ore of the system. Two distributed information man-agement appliations have been written, a general query arhiteture and an openhypermedia appliation, and we reount their design and operations.1 IntrodutionThe volume of information available from the World Wide Web and orporate informationsystems has inreased dramatially over the last few years. It is now reognised that usersrequire assistane to avoid being overwhelmed by this wealth of information [10℄; it is alsoessential that information suppliers are provided with tools that help them in authoringand maintaining it [4, 10℄.Distributed Information Management (dim) is the term used to desribe the set ofativities that allow users to manage the entire life-yle of information in a distributedenvironment [8℄. The ativities, also referred to as dim tasks, involve, amongst others,doument reation and publiation, information spae navigation, information disovery,integrity maintenane.The large volume of highly dynami information involved in dim tasks is an idealsubjet for agent-style proessing. This has been exempli�ed in several researh projets,suh as Pattie Maes' agents that redue users' overload [31℄ or the numerous agents appliedto the Internet or the www [6, 30℄.



Over the last deade, a series of projets at Southampton have addressed the issueof distributed information management. This ativity began with the Miroosm system[20℄, whih pioneered the idea of building a hypertext system out of a set of loosely-oupledommuniating proesses. It was an example of an open hypermedia system, in whih linksare regarded as �rst-lass itizens. By managing and storing links in spei� databases,alled linkbases, this approah allows users to ustomise their information environmentby seleting the appropriate linkbases. Distribution and proess oordination were theninvestigated [22℄, and the open hypermedia philosophy was brought to the www by theDistributed Link Servie [4℄. The same priniples were also applied to other types ofmedia, in partiular to images [29℄ and sound [2℄. In a projet alled Memoir [11℄, thenotion of navigation trails was used to reommend douments that have been examined byuser's sharing similar interests. These ideas were also applied to bookmarks, annotationsand doument ratings shared by users [14℄. Querying multimedia information has beenan important fous in our investigation of distributed information management. We havealso onentrated on optimising the atual at of query, as opposed to its ontent: queryrouting [12℄ has been used to optimise queries of distributed information systems. Otherdim tasks have been investigated, suh as link integrity maintenane [36℄ and authoring[4℄. The bene�t of mobility to solve distributed information management tasks was alsostudied [7℄.We learned two important lessons from our pratial experiene with designing andbuilding prototypes over the last deade. First, it beame lear that properties of weakageny identi�ed by Wooldridge and Jennings [50℄, namely autonomy, soial ability, rea-tivity and pro-ativity, are also desirable for distributed information management systems.Seond, we ame to the onlusion that distributed information management may be re-garded as the result of oordinating a multitude of simple dim tasks. It is our beliefthat the funtionality of the system an emerge from individual agents opportunistiallyexploiting servies o�ered by other agents. Therefore, we have been working towardsbuilding a multi-agent system, where numerous agents an interat to test our hypothe-sis. Sine individual agents would not neessarily require \intelligene" to perform theirdistributed information management task, we regard them as \dim" dim agents.In the domain of distributed information management, the ubiquitous de�nitions ofweak ageny de�ned in [50℄ are appliable, but require some quali�ation. We haveadopted the following terminology for our dim agent framework:1. autonomy: the ability of an agent to e�et elements of its behavioural repertoirewithout intervention or diret ontrol from ators external to the agent system (e.g.the user).2. soial ability: the apaity to ommuniate with other agents in the system { it isan existene riterion for our framework; an agent that does not ommuniate, byde�nition, is not a partiipant agent.3. pro-ativity: as part of their autonomy, agents must at least possess opportunismas a key goal-direted behaviour; that is, they must atively searh for and use theabilities of other agents to omplete their tasks [27℄.All oordinated ativity of a multi-agent system is omposed of agents with simple(usually singular) abilities who possess the above three riteria. The notion of oppor-



tunism enables us to build systems where agents an potentially disover new funtion-ality through ooperation { emergent behaviour, in short. We believe that the simpliityof eah of the dim agents will enable the prinipled engineering of global behaviour moreeasily than if eah agent is gifted with sophistiated funtionality and behaviours | thisis beause the loal interations are simpler, enabling abstration [28℄. By making use ofother agents whenever possible, the whole is greater that the sum of the parts, so the realpower of the system is realised as a result of the olletive behaviour of the agents.Over the last two years, part of our ativity has onentrated on designing and buildinga framework for oordinating the ativity of our dim agents. The purpose of this paperis to desribe the sofar framework (SOuthampton Framework for Agent Researh), itsproperties, its design and implementation, and to present our �rst agent appliations builtusing the framework.The key ontribution of sofar is to apply some suessful ideas of the distributed om-puting ommunity to multi-agent systems. We adopt the same ommuniation paradigmas Nexus [19℄, whih is the ommuniation layer that is used to build the ComputationalGrid [18℄. This approah has been shown to be generi and salable. From the agentperspetive, the at of ommuniation beomes independent of the mehanisms for om-muniating, whih is a view that naturally extends to speeh-at based ommuniations.This paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we disuss the requirements of theframework. In Setion 3, the framework itself is desribed, inluding its ommuniationmehanism, the notion of ontology, and the arhiteture it provides. We then revisitthe requirements and show how the framework meets them (Setion 4). In Setion 5,we desribe a general querying arhiteture and an open-hypermedia appliation that wehave implemented with this framework. Finally, we disuss related (Setion 6) and futurework (Setion 7).2 Framework for DIM Agent: RequirementsOur initial motivation is to build an advaned distributed information management sys-tem. Even though we an identify a vast number of tasks that suh a system must perform,we are urrently unable to de�ne suh a system preisely, nor are we able to explain itsbehaviour in terms of sub-omponents. Instead, we have adopted a bottom-up approahto building suh a system. As we are able to engineer systems that perform the simpletasks that we have identi�ed, we wish to oordinate their ativity in order to provide anemergent behaviour. We believe that advaned behaviours an emerge from individualagents opportunistially exploiting servies o�ered by other agents; it is therefore thegoal of the framework to failitate the reexploitation of these servies. In this Setion, wepresent a list of requirements that we have identi�ed for the framework in order to satisfythat goal:1. dim tasks need to be oordinated in a distributed environment. The number of tasksis not known a priori, and may evolve over time. The framework must be reativesine it must aommodate new tasks as they are reated in the environment.2. The framework must promote the opportunisti reuse of agent servies by otheragents. To this end, it must provide mehanisms by whih agents may advertisetheir apabilities, and ways of �nding agents supporting ertain apabilities.



3. There is potentially a large number of agents that must be oordinated by the agentframework. The framework must be light-weight and salable. By light-weight, wemean that it must be possible to implement eÆient ommuniation mehanisms,and that the administrative overhead of the framework should not hamper the over-all performane of the system. It is a requirement of the framework to be salable:we want to avoid entralised omponents whih would reate bottleneks duringexeution.4. The ommuniation primitives provided by the framework must be independent ofthe atual means of ommuniation. There are many ommuniation tehniquesthat would be suitable, suh as xml messages over sokets, or objet-style ommu-niations based on orba, dom or rmi. However, one an on-the-wire protool hasbeen hosen, it beomes very diÆult to adopt another ommuniation mehanism.Therefore, the framework is required to provide an abstrat way of ommuniatingbetween agents, whih may be mapped onto di�erent on-the-wire protools.In our framework, it is not a requirement to be diretly ompliant with standard agentommuniation languages suh as kqml [15℄ or fipa [16℄. However, we believe that thesestandards are the result of a long experiene of building agent systems, and we adoptsome of their essential ideas, namely delarative ommuniations based on speeh attheory whih give the ontext of the ommuniation, and the organisation of knowledgeinto disrete ontologies.3 The SoFAR Agent Framework: DesriptionIn this Setion, we desribe sofar, the Southampton Framework for Agent Researh.Most of the requirements of Setion 2 are in fat standard distributed omputing require-ments, and therefore we looked at that ommunity to �nd a solution to be used in theontext of multi-agent systems. We present suh a solution below, and we extend andadapt it to support proper agent ommuniations, as presribed by kqml or fipa agentommuniation mehanisms, amongst others.3.1 A Distributed Computing ViewThe distributed programming ommunity has investigated numerous ommuniation para-digms for distributed environments, suh as message-passing libraries (e.g. mpi or pvm),ommuniation hannels (e.g. sp or �-alulus), remote proedure all (rp) and itsobjet-oriented variant, remote method invoation [45, 46℄.Nexus [19, 35℄ is a distributed programming paradigm, available as a library, thatprovides the essene of a distributed objet system and has inspired the model of om-muniation used in sofar. Nexus is the ommuniation layer used in the Globus projets(www.globus.org), the basis of the Computational Grid [18℄. Nexus has been shown to bea generi mode of ommuniation, whih is eÆient and salable. It provides program-mers with two key ideas: startpoint/endpoint pairs to refer to remote objets and remoteservie requests to start omputations on remote objets.In Nexus, ommuniation ows from a ommuniation startpoint to a ommuniationendpoint. A startpoint is bound to an endpoint to form a ommuniation link. Many



startpoints an be bound to a single endpoint, in whih ase inoming ommuniationis merged as in typial point-to-point message passing systems. Both startpoints andendpoints an be reated dynamially; the startpoint has the additional property that itan be moved between proessors using the ommuniation operations we now desribe.A ommuniation link supports a single ommuniation operation: an asynhronousremote servie request (rsr). An rsr is applied to a startpoint by providing a proedurename and some data. The rsr transfers the data to the proess in whih the endpointis loated and remotely invokes the spei�ed proedure, providing the endpoint and thedata as arguments. A loal address an be assoiated with an endpoint, in whih aseany startpoint assoiated with the endpoint an be thought of as a \global pointer" tothat address.Eah ommuniation link de�nes a unique ommuniation medium, with whih a spe-i� ommuniation method an be assoiated. There may be several supported protools:the Nexus ommuniation library is multi-protool and rsrs may be transported on top oftp, udp and http[32℄. In addition, eah endpoint is assoiated with a table of handlers,from whih one handler, i.e. a method in objet-oriented jargon, is seleted upon reeptionof an inoming rsr. In Nexus, a remote servie request is a one-way ommuniation; ifresults need to be returned, a seond rsr has to be used.3.2 Communiations as PerformativesThe Nexus programming model provides the essene of a distributed objet system, withmeans to refer to remote objets and to ativate omputations on them. Jennings andWooldridge [28℄ onviningly argue that agents are di�erent to objets. We agree withtheir view and observe further di�erenes as far as ommuniations are onerned.If we return to a message-passing view of objet-oriented systems, the messages sentand reeived by objets typially ombine the exhanged data with the intended ation(a query, or perhaps a statement of hange) to be performed with that data in a way thatmakes the two inseparable. In addition, in objet-oriented systems, lasses have few orno restritions on the methods they may implement or all. By omparison, the approahtaken by many agent systems is to separate intention from ontent in ommuniative ats,abstrating and lassifying the former aording to Searle's speeh at theory [43℄. Anagent's ommuniations are thereby strutured and onstrained aording to a prede�nedset of performatives, whih together make up an agent ommuniation language (al).The number of di�erent performatives varies between di�erent als. The most simple,suh as Shoham's Agent-0 [44℄, have less than half a dozen, while the more omplex, suhas kqml or fipa have more than twenty. We believe that a frugal but areful hoieof performatives would allow our agents to interat in as omplex ways as if they wereusing a more omplex agent ommuniation language. In partiular, fipa and kqmlontain speialised performatives for tasks suh as forwarding messages or issuing alls forproposals whih we see as funtions of the ommuniation layer, or as terms to be de�nedin an appliation ontology. At the other extreme, Agent-0 relies on the omposition ofbasi ats to perform more omplex messages, whih fipa and kqml onsider as primitive.Our minimal set of performatives and their intuitive desriptions are given in Figure 1,and are an attempt to strike a ompromise between these extremes, being hosen in orderto avoid the omplexity and ommuniation ost that omposition would entail in themost ommon senarios.



query if Does the reipient know fats whih math the query?query ref What fats does the reipient know whih math the query?inform The sender tells the reipient that the ontent is trueuninform The sender tells the reipient that the ontent is falsesubsribe The sender asks to be informed of hanges to fats whih math the queryunsubsribe The sender anels a subsriptionrequest The sender asks the reipient to perform an ationregister The sender advertises their apabilities with a brokerunregister The sender withdraws an advertisementFigure 1: Supported PerformativesAlthough there are important di�erenes between agents and objets, there are somefundamental similarities, namely that both are ommuniative entities. If the predom-inant objet-oriented paradigm has shifted from message-passing to method invoation,we an similarly adopt a Nexus-like approah to inter-agent ommuniations. In this, theperformatives in Figure 1 beome the names of the proedures invoked by an rsr. Inaddition, methods may return values to their aller; simple query performatives suh asquery if or query ref return values diretly, rather than through an extended messageexhange involving an inform message sent bak to the querent.We have de�ned three query performatives in our al, eah with di�erent semantisand expeted responses: query ref is an exhaustive searh of an agent's knowledge basewhih returns all terms whih satisfy the query; query if veri�es that a statement holds;subsribe is a temporal query in whih the querent requests that the reeiver enters intoa ontrat to inform the querent eah time a statement satisfying the query hanges value(e.g. is asserted or retrated).3.3 An Agent View of CommuniationsThe separation of intention from ontent is not the only di�erene we observe betweenobjet- and agent-based systems. Jennings and Wooldridge [28℄ also note that whileobjets ontrol their state, they do not ontrol their behaviour. A method invoation isan irresistible request whih the objet must perform. Agents do not have this ompulsion,and are able to disriminate between messages based on their beliefs and the ontext ofthe messageThis ommuniation ontext inludes information about the at of ommuniation it-self suh as the sender, reeiver, sent time, message identi�er and onversation thread.An agent may use this to rejet a message, to disriminate between senders, or to deter-mine whih thread of onversation a message belongs to. This information is usually notavailable in objet systems, but should de�nitely be made available in an agent system.Objet systems have evolved from expliit message-passing to method or funtion allsthat ativate omputations, potentially remotely. Doing so, messages are no longer re-garded as �rst-lass entities. However, in agent systems, a message expresses the intentionof an agent within a spei�ed ontext; it is useful to onsider messages as �rst-lass, sothat we an store them in knowledge bases or we an math them against other messages.Therefore, our model of agent ommuniation is de�ned in terms of startpoints and



endpoints, ommuniation ontext, �rst-lass messages, and performatives.A ommuniation is based on a ommuniation link de�ned by a startpoint and anendpoint. An endpoint identi�es an agent's ability to reeive messages using a spei�ommuniation protool, and extrats messages from the ommuniation link and passesthem on to the agent. An agent's endpoint is loated where that agent resides.A startpoint is the other end of the ommuniation link, from whih messages getsent to an endpoint. There may be several startpoints for a given agent, eah ating asa representative of the agent at remote loations. A startpoint an be seen as a \proxy"for an agent.As far as implementation is onerned, agents are regarded as objets that implementa prede�ned set of methods, orresponding to the performatives displayed in Figure 1.Communiation between agents is performed by method invoation. Suh a method isinvoked on a startpoint, whih takes are of pakaging the method all up as a messageand transmitting it to the endpoint.Startpoints and endpoints have a ruial role: startpoints de�ne the di�erent om-ponents of the ommuniation ontext, suh as time or sender; endpoints onstrut theommuniation ontext and make it available to the agent. An agent is de�ned as anobjet that implements a method for eah performative. Suh methods are binary: the�rst argument is the term that is the subjet of the message, whereas the seond argumentis the whole message itself, with its omplete ommuniation ontext.Performatives suh as queries are intended to return a result. The result is transmittedbak to the sender agent using the ommuniation link that arried the query, and returnedas a result of the method invoation on the startpoint.Usually, a startpoint is attahed to a single endpoint, and ommuniation is point-to-point. If a startpoint is attahed to several endpoints, a multiast mode of ommuniationbeomes possible. Note that performatives that are used in multiast mode are notsupposed to return a result. Suh a mode of ommuniation is partiularly useful forthe performative inform in order to propagate information to several agents using asingle ommuniation at. (The implementation may use proper multiast, or simulatemultiast.)3.4 OntologiesThe messages exhanged by agents are used to ommuniate information about theirenvironment or some problem domain, and so the ontent of the messages must be arepresentation of their world. It is unreasonable to expet that all problem domains anbe onsistently represented by a single model, and so the design of speialised ontologiesthat form omputational models of partiular domains is now ommonplae [24℄.Like \agent", the word \ontology" has of late beome popular with the omputingommunity, and its meaning has beome more vague as its use has inreased. We takeour usage of the term \ontology" from the work of Guarino and Giaretta [24, 25℄, asa voabulary used for desribing an intensional semanti struture. This struture, oroneptualisation, aptures the semanti relations of all possible worlds of a problemdomain, rather than of a partiular state of a�airs (as is the ase with Gruber's extensionalde�nition of a oneptualisation in [23℄).Traditional agent systems indiate the ontology in whih the ontent of a message isexpressed by a name, inluding it with the other ontextual information for the ommu-



niation. For a ompound ontent term whih ontains other terms, this is usually takento mean that all the terms in the expression are of that ontology.We believe that this is overly restritive, and prevents the easy reuse of objets andonepts between ontologies. The problem domains modelled by ontologies need not bedisjoint, and ommon onepts, suh as a person or a doument, may appear in more thanone domain. Disallowing mixed-ontology expressions means that eah ontology must im-plement suh ommon terms anew, or that there must be inheritane between ontologies,whih introdues a fresh set of omplexities.The bibliographi metadata domain, one of the more ommon dim domains, often usesmixed-ontology expressions. A bibliographi reord representing a book may have �eldswhih are written in di�erent shemas (ontologies); the subjet desription for one bookmight use the Library of Congress subjet lassi�ation, while that for another might useDewey Deimal. These reords do not have a single ontology, but have an ontology foreah omponent part.We want mixed ontologies for the reusability of term de�nitions, but this an beproblemati, beause in the absene of any other onstraints, a term from one ontologymay ontain a term from any other ontology. We need to restrit the terms whih an beontained in a given term in order to maintain onsisteny and promote struture in thedomain model. Therefore, our ontologies, based on a prediate logi, are implemented asJava lasses standing for prediates, terms or atoms. The typing of Java instane variableshelps maintain the onsisteny of domain ontologies by onstraining the relations in theoneptualisation of the ontology. In addition, we have implemented uni�ation-basedpattern mathing and simple onstraint satisfation on the ontology terms to failitatethe proessing of queries.3.5 Arhiteturesofar is written in Java, and all its agents are de�ned as a sublass of the abstrat lass\NullAgent". NullAgent provides ommuniation initialisation, agent identi�ation, andsome utility funtions for registering and �nding agents. The agent framework ontainsa vital agent, namely the registry, used for brokering. dim tasks may bene�t from otherprede�ned agents, suh as the multimedia database, the www browser, the input and theoutput agents, whih we present below.Registry Every agent knows of one registry agent whih it an use to advertise itsservies, or to �nd out about the servies o�ered by other agents. These servies arerepresented by a apability term whih assoiates an agent with a (possibly non-ground)prediate on whih that agent an answer queries. The registry ats as a broker , mathingagents servie needs to other agents whih an provide those servies.Multimedia Database agent The multimedia database agent provides an interfaeto a database of metadata about a olletion of media in an arhive aessible via thewww. The metadata stored is based on the Dublin Core element set [9℄, ontaining suh�elds as title, reator, subjet, and format. The data is stored in a number of tables inan sql database, whih an be queried by agents.



WWW browser agent The www browser is an important tool in today's eletronidesktop, and the browser ativity reets, in part, the user's ativity. Therefore, thewww browser agent exports browser ativity information to the rest of the framework,by informing the agents who have subsribed to its servie. Currently, the informationis about visited urls; tighter integration with the browser will allow us to provide moreinformation, suh as bookmarks or printed douments.Input/Output Agents Some agents operating within the framework require inputswhih need to be obtained from users, or produe outputs whih are intended to bedisplayed as results. Rather than put the responsibility for interating with the user onevery agent in the framework that requires it, we have abstrated the interfae away fromthe underlying proessing.Input Agent: This agent requests information from the user via dialogue boxes. Anumber of input agents an exist within the framework, taking responsibility for obtainingdi�erent types of information from the user. These might range from a simple text inputdialogue, to a more ompliated image browser that allows users to selet images froma olletion. Other aquisition mehanisms are also onsidered, suh as speeh or tatileinterfaes.Output Agent: This agent provides a faility for displaying objets, inluding urls,hypertext, images, video or simply text. Suh a omponent is being extended by a user'spro�le, maintaining how the user prefers data to be displayed (or printed, or said), whatkind of format is required, et.In addition to the arhitetural omponents, several ontologies used in ommon dimdomains have also been de�ned in the framework with a view to providing a useful andexible base set for developers. These inlude the following: (i) white pages diretoryinformation (ii) bibliographi metadata, supporting ommonly used shemas suh as theDublin Core (iii) open hypermedia linking (iv) information on omputer systems andtheir usage (v) representation of multimedia objets and proessing (vi) www-relatedinformation, inluding user browsing reords.3.6 Contratual Registration and SubsriptionRegistration is the ation by whih an agent delares its ability to handle some messages(typially related to a spei� topi) to the registry agent. If the registry answers positivelyto a registration at, it ommits itself to advertise the registered apability and to returnit to agents whih ask mathing queries. As a proof of its ommitment, the registry issuesa ontrat as a result of the registration at. As long as the ontrat remains live, theregistry will retain the advertised apability. Conversely, if the agent that registered theapability desires to stop its advertising, it just has to terminate the assoiated ontrat.A similar mehanism exists for subsriptions. If an agent deides to answer positivelyto an at of subsription, it ommits itself to honour suh a subsription: whenever afat hanges it informs the interested subsribee. For eah subsription at, a subsrip-tion manager issues a ontrat as a proof of ommitment. The subsribee just needs toterminate the ontrat in order to suspend the ow of inform messages.



The goal of the agent framework is to promote agent reuse by information sharingbetween agents. In order to failitate information sharing, the registry was designed tohelp agents to advertise and �nd information. In an environment omposed of numerousagents, there must be some means of avoiding being swamped by irrelevant information;two di�erent ways are provided by the framework. (i) The general algorithm formathing and onstraints satisfation allows agents to delare interests that are veryspei�, and to be informed of fats satisfying them. (ii) Contrats allow agents toterminate a ow of information when suitable.There are several ways by whih an agent an �nd information. They di�er by when theresult is returned, and by the agent's ability to ontrol the ow of information. (i) Ex-haustive searhes (performative query ref) and spei� queries (performative query if)omplete their exeution with the requested information. (ii) An agent A an advertise(performative register) its desire to be informed about a given topi. Any agent in thesystem may inform A on the topi. Agent A is given little ontrol of the ow of infor-mation. It an ertainly stop advertising its interest, but there is no requirement for theother agents to stop propagating information to A. (iii) In order to gain more ontrol ofthe ow of information, agent A an subsribe (performative subsribe) to those agentswho are knowledgeable on the topi. In return, eah of these agents issues a ontrat,whih may be used to terminate the individual subsriptions.4 Requirements RevisitedIn this Setion, we examine how the design of the sofar framework satis�es the require-ments we enumerated in Setion 2.1. At the framework level, reativity of the system an be implemented by the sub-sription mehanism, by whih agents ask to be informed about fats, when theyhange. From an arhitetural viewpoint, as agents advertise or retrat servies,this information will be propagated between registries, and passed to agents thathave subsribed to this type of information. At the appliation level, agents suh asthe www browser agent, use the subsription mehanism to inform any agent thathas delared its interest in a user's browsing ativity.2. The registry and the subsription mehanisms allow agents to advertise their apa-bilities, in order to be reused by other agents. Agents use the registry to oppor-tunistially take advantage of agents running in the system. Contrats allow agentsto exerise ontrol on the ow of information that is direted to them.3. Even though the ommuniation mehanism abstrats away from the ommunia-tion details, the framework remains light-weight. The ost of this abstration istwo additional method invoations (one at the startpoint and one at the endpoint),whih an be negleted ompared to the ost of ommuniation. Furthermore, byadopting a prede�ned set of performatives and typed ontologies, we redue inter-pretation of messages, whih makes their proessing light-weight.In order to make the framework salable, we have avoided entralised routing ofmessages: ommuniations are point to point. A multiast mode of ommuniationan even be implemented (though, urrently, multiasting is simulated). We use



repliation of data in order to distribute the ontent of the registry. Other tehniquessuh as query routing [12℄ or hierarhial organisation [33℄ are being investigated.4. Currently, our implementation relies on shared memory ommuniations and Javarmi; we are planning to investigate the bene�t of a lower-level ommuniation layersuh a Nexus, using the NexusRMI ompiler [3℄. Generi pretty-printers allow usto display terms of ontologies using kqml and fipa syntax; we do not foresee anyproblem ommuniating these terms on the wire.5 Appliations to Distributed Information ManagementOur ultimate goal is to build an advaned distributed information management systemusing the sofar framework we have presented. About thirty researhers of the MultimediaResearh Group have taken part in two \three day sessions", whih we all the \agentfest",with a goal to develop agents in sofar. As a result, two appliations have been built totest the framework. Both appliations help users to �nd information whih satis�es theirneeds.An advaned dim system must be able to �nd an answer to any question, no matterhow vague, by inferring its exat meaning from the user's ativity, his/her pro�le, pre-viously asked questions, in other words, from the user's ontext . Our long term goal isto get loser to suh a system; in the meantime, we have taken two di�erent approahes.The �rst appliation is a general query interfae, whih uses inputs from the user andsome user model. The seond appliation uses the open hypermedia philosophy to �ndrelevant links to a multimedia doument being viewed; these links an then be followedby the user.In both ases, the appliations demonstrate that our framework an oordinate theativities of many agents. Agents are able to opportunistially reuse information providedby other agents. The appliations an be extended by adding new agents, whose servieswill be reused.We are aware that a number of general query frameworks suh as InfoSleuth [26℄already exist. The purpose of the appliations we desribe here is to illustrate the suit-ability of sofar as a framework to oordinate dim agents. In addition to the agentsbelow, we have also written more than twenty agents for suh tasks as audio ontouring,ontent-based multimedia retrieval and network routing.5.1 A Query ArhitetureFigure 2 shows the agents that interoperate in the general query system we have builtusing sofar. The multimedia database agent, and the output and input agents werepresented in Setion 3.5; brief desriptions of the other omponents are given below.Query Mediator Agent The query mediator agent oordinates the other agents, ar-rying out a single task, namely managing the information from the user's initial inputthrough to displaying the �nal results.Natural Language Query Resolver Agent The natural language (nl) Query Re-solver Agent takes as input a nl query, and returns answers orresponding to that query.
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Figure 2: The interfae agents within the sofar frameworkThe following two steps are arried out. First, a nl query is onverted into a logialformula represented in our ontologies. Seond, the Query Resolver �nds agents able toanswer queries based on that formula; these agents are queried, and results are returnedto the mediator.The nl Query Resolver agent uses a knowledge base that an be updated dynami-ally as new agents join the system. As agents register in the system, they an providethe Query Resolver with natural language queries or requests that they are apable ofanswering.Results Analysis Agent Where a number of underlying queries are performed, theremay be a need to amalgamate the results in some way before displaying them to the user.The Results Analysis agent reeives a set of prediates and attempts to onvert them to amore useful set of results for the user. The proessing might inlude removing dupliates,ordering the results, or perhaps �ltering based on riteria suh as user preferenes. Themodular nature of the framework allows di�erent Result Analysis agents to be pluggedinto the system. We are urrently investigating how user feedbak may be used to updateuser preferenes, e�etively building a user model.An Example QueryTo examine more losely how the agents interat, we trae a simple example query throughthe system. The mediator agent initiates the query by requesting the input of a text stringquery from the input agent. The text typed by the user is returned to the mediator, in



our example \Find information about sofar".The mediator then asks the system for any agents that an take a text query andreturn answers to it. One of these agents is the nl Query Resolver agent, whih is passedthe query by the mediator. Using information in its knowledge base, it mathes the user'squery \Find information about" to the prediate SQLQuery. It thus instantiates thisprediate with the text \sofar" whih it extrated from the query string.In this example, the prediate requires a minimum of one text string, whih has beensupplied as the parameter. If the user had only typed `Find Information', the QueryResolver agent would all on the input agent to get the neessary parameters from theuser to instantiate any missing variables in the query.The nl Query Resolution agent now requests agents that an arry out the SQLQueryprediate. These agents appear in the bottom half of Figure 2 and are desribed below.The mediator alls these agents and reeives a set of result prediates from both of them.The mediator then �nds an agent that performs result analysis, and sends it the setof results to ombine and analyse; it reeives bak a proessed set of results, whih an�nally be displayed by the output agent.A number of stages in the proess an bene�t from user pro�ling information. Tofailitate this, a memory agent keeps a reord of queries and their orresponding results.The mediator alls the memory with a logial formula to see if it holds results for thatformula in its memory. If it does and a similarity between the new query and the ahedqueries is satisfatory, then it an return the results; this similarity is omputed by takinginto aount how important a term is in a query, and how well the term haraterises theprediates. If it does not have any ahed result, the memory agent responds negatively;then, the mediator alls an agent to proess the query, also informing the memory agentof these results.In fat, the memory agent ats as a model of the user, maintaining information re-sulting from previous queries whih were returned to the user. As with all dynami usermodels, issues onerning the onsisteny and the integrity of the stored information overtime need to be addressed.The input and output agents an also maintain a user's pro�le on how data shouldbe aquired or presented to the user. In onjuntion, with the result analysis, they helpseleting and presenting relevant information to the user.As shown in Figure 2, one the query has been omposed, the nl Query Resolveagent sends queries to agents that support them. Several agents may be queried. First,the multimedia database agent (Setion 3.5) provides aess to a database of meta-dataabout multimedia douments.Seond is the aims (Aademi Information Management System) agent, an interfae toawww-based doument management system providing aess to a wide range of aademimaterial. Douments are enhaned by a variety of open linking tehniques based on theDistributed Link Servie [4℄. The aims agent provides full text searh on the materialheld on the server and integrates legay systems into the sofar framework.Third, the WebCosm agent �nds hypermedia links that are relevant to an input text.The agent makes use of WebCosm, a ommerial implementation of the Distributed LinkServie [4℄. The agent an be thought of as a keyword �nder and de�nition servie for apartiular subjet area.



5.2 An Open Hypermedia ExampleIn open hypermedia arhitetures, information about the links between multimedia dou-ments is stored and managed separately from the douments themselves, whih remain intheir native formats [20℄. The links are objets in their own right; the link data onsistsof a set of assoiated anhors (e.g. loations in douments) and some related informa-tion. These links are kept in so-alled linkbases and the orresponding servers are namedlinkservers. Adopting separate links has important advantages for authors and readersalike, espeially when working with a omplex, distributed information system [4, 20℄.The Open Hypermedia Systems Working Group (ohswg) [49℄ was set up to ab-strat the ommon features of various open hypermedia systems in order to ahieveinter-operability. This e�ort resulted in (i) a ommon standardised data model fornavigating multimedia douments, (ii) a referene arhiteture for Open HypermediaSystems [41℄, and (iii) the Open Hypermedia Protool (ohp) for ommuniations in aomponent-based open hypermedia system.The seond appliation we desribe in this paper demonstrates how the sofar frame-work an aommodate agents that exhange data based on the standardised linkingmodel de�ned by the ohswg. Basially two approahes an be distinguished: (i)building natively ompliant agents from srath, (ii) wrapping existing agents, in whihwe inlude the notion of transduers introdued in [21℄. For reasons of proof of oneptwe have implemented both approahes. To this end, we de�ne the ohp ontology, whihomprehends the semantis of the ohp data model and operations, and whih an be usedby agents in the framework.The design phase of the ohp within the ohswg was dogged by issues that lay beyondthe initial hypermedia onerns, suh as protool syntax, onnetion management andnaming, pattern-based query handling and the management of a large set of proesses.For this reason, we have found the use of the sofar framework for open hypermedia to bepartiularly attrative, as it has allowed us to onentrate on the modelling of hypermediawithout being side-traked by these other omplex problems. Indeed, ommuniations andnaming are handled by sofar; message ontent must be part of some ontology and nosyntax design is required, beause data are serialised by the ommuniation layer. Finally,the query language on ontology terms was more expressive than required by ohp.Figure 3 presents the shemati organisation of the appliation, entered around theMediaApplet agent, whih works as follows. On startup, it queries the system for agentssupporting the ohp ontology (appearing in the bottom half of the �gure). It then presentsa popup menu with an entry for eah of the agents it has found and lets the user seletthe agent to be queried by pressing a button. The results of the queries, presented aslinks that an be followed, are then shown by the MediaApplet agent.When the MediaApplet agent wishes to know about \douments related to this one", itqueries ohp-ompliant agents for any anhors that may be found in the urrent doument.When the user selets a link to follow, the MediaApplet agent sends a seond query toretrieve the link strutures whih were assoiated with that anhor and subsequentlyretrieves the destination anhors and hene the douments that were related by the link.While we envisaged that most ohp agents would be queried diretly for this informa-tion it was also expeted that some agents might wish to generate their links only oneand then store them in a separate agent whih would make that information availableto the system. The Link Server agent omponent is just suh an agent. It listens to
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Figure 3: The MediaAppletassertions made about link strutures in the system and reords them, retrieving themagain when asked. For instane, in Figure 3 a media proessing agent informs the linkserver about similarities between images.Besides the use of native ohp agents, this appliation also shows how other existingagents an be integrated for purposes of information management. We have implementeda wrapper that maps some agents spei� data struture onto a a dynami link struturethat an be interpreted by the MediaApplet agent just like standard link strutures.As illustrated in Figure 3, the wrapper is used to onvert the semanti equivaleneas de�ned by the Multimedia Thesaurus agent [13℄ into linking information. In essene,the multimedia thesaurus aptures semanti knowledge about the relationships betweenmedia objets.6 Disussion and Related WorkThe exat nature and requirements of ageny are still ontentious subjets, with somedisagreement in the literature. We follow Jennings and Wooldridge [28℄ for our view ofageny, regarding it as a software engineering tool for managing the omplexity of systemdevelopment. Nwana and Ndumu [38℄ raise several points, namely that the standardisedalsontain too many performatives, some of whih are used only infrequently, and thatthe e�ets on ontology design of the interations between a problem domain and a taskto be aomplished are underinvestigated. If, as they suggest, the short term solutionis to reate only limited domain ontologies, we believe that our use of mixed ontologyexpressions is a useful approah to bridging the gap between limited ontologies and broadergeneral-purpose ontologies.sofar is not the only Java-based agent framework; there exist a number of others,the most notable of whih are Zeus [39℄, JAFMAS [5℄, JATlite [40℄, fipa-os [17℄, Ajanta[48℄ and JACK [1℄. Zeus and JAFMAS adopt a similar approah, providing both a fipa-or kqml-based ommuniations infrastruture and a planning engine for handling rule-



based onversations by means of automata models, and as suh are representative of a`traditional AI' approah to ageny. JATlite also provides kqml-based messaging, butis exible: it is designed to support other als as neessary and does not plae anyrestritions on the internals of the agents. fipa-os [17℄ is a fipa-ompliant platform,whih neessarily relies on a orba-based ommuniation substrate; our approah anuse orba as well as other tehnologies. Ajanta uses a method invoation approah notunlike ours, but does not onstrain the methods used to performatives. JACK is a Java-based BDI framework whih provides failities for formulating plans and reasoning aboutgoals, but does not onsider the pragmatis of ommuniation or distribution issues.In its parsimonious approah to its al and the simpliity of its agents, sofar is mostlike Agent-0 [44℄ and the systems derived from it, suh as AgentBuilder [42℄ or BekyThomas's PLACA [47℄, although sofar does not provide support for planning abilitiesat a framework/language level as this latter system does. AgentBuilder is noteworthy asa ommerial framework based on Shoham's notion of agent-oriented programming [44℄,but using kqml as its al rather than the muh simpler Agent-0.7 ConlusionWe have designed and implemented an agent ommuniation mehanism that is derivedfrom distributed omputing tehniques, but taking on board the reality of ageny. Ourapproah is general and abstrats away from the ommuniation details, supporting sev-eral on-the-wire protools; it is light-weight and a proven route to salability. In orderto promote opportunisti reuse of agent servies by other agents, our framework providesmehanisms to advertise information, query agents and automatially manage subsrip-tions. A set of ontologies has been de�ned in order to support distributed informationmanagement tasks.The sofar framework has been the fous of a tremendous ativity involving up tothirty researhers in the Multimedia Researh Group at Southampton (f. Setion 8).Training sessions were organised about agents, ontologies, and the atual frameworkimplementation in Java. On two oasions, a group ativity, alled \agentfest", tookplae: during a three day session, those researhers developed agents, of whih somewere presented in this paper. As a result, sofar has now been adopted by several re-searhers for their everyday researh, and eventually we envisage the framework beingused for teahing. We welome other researhers to try sofar, whih is available fromwww.sofar.es.soton.a.uk.While numerous ongoing projets investigate the ativity of distributed managementusing this framework, we onentrate here on future work related to the framework itself.First, mobility and ontologies for related onepts are to be made part of the framework.Our approah is based on an algorithm that transparently routes messages between mobileagents [34℄. The ommuniation model based on startpoints and endpoints will remain thesame, but endpoints will be allowed to migrate with their assoiated agents. In addition,a model of distributed resoures [37℄ will be integrated with sofar so that (mobile) agentsare given the opportunity to reason about the resoures they onsume.New modes of ommuniation are to be investigated. Multiasting will allow us topropagate streams of inform messages in a salable way. Agents will also be allowedto negotiate the quality of servie (QoS) they require to ommuniate the data they
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